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In this paper several monotonicity properties of the Luxemburg norm in 
Musielak-Orlicz spaces L&) and E,(p) over nonatomic measure spaces are 
characterized in terms of the function 4. For L,(g) it is proved that all these 
properties coincide with the absolute continuity of the norm and ( > 0. Some 
applications to best approximation are given, even for general Banach lattices. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach lattice with a lattice norm jI.Ij. Following [2, 
Chap. XV], the norm 11. I/ is said to be uniformly monotone (UM j, if fer 
every E > 0 there exists U(E) > 0 such that IIf- glj > 1 + q(s) whenever 
fr g E X+ (positive cone in X), II f/l = I, and I/ glj 3 E. We will call such a 
space a UM space (“UMB” space in [2]). We say that the norm is strictly 
monotone (STM) if Ilf+ gll > /If /I for all nonnegative f; g EX with 
jl gll> 0. In this case we call X an STM space. We will also say that X has 
the UM or STM property, respectively. An equivalent condition for X to 
be an STM space is that l/f-- gl) < Ilfl/ wheneverfa g>O and g#O. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) X is a UM space. 
(b) For every E>O there exists a ME (0, 1) such that Iif- g// < 
1 - b(c) whenever f > g 2 0, II f II = 1, and jlgll > E. 
(c) For all nonnegative sequences (f,,), (g,) in X satisfjing j/ ,fxli = f 
and j/ f, + g,ll + 1 there holds 11 g,/l -+ 0. 
(d) For all sequences (f,,), (g,) in X satisfying /I f,lil = 2, f, 2 g,l 2 0, 
arid II f, - g,l/ -+ 1 there holds jl g, Ij -+ 0. 
The conditions (a) and (b) can be expressed in terms of a modulus of 
uniform monotonicity. Namely X is a UM space precisely when ~(8) = 
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inf(llf+ gll - 1: J g>O, Ilfll = 1, (lgl/ 2~) >O or, equivalently, 6(s)= 
inf(l-IIf--gll:f>gaO, l\fI/=l, llgll>s}>O, wheresE(O,l).Itcanbe 
verified that for such E the following inequalities hold true: 
@El ~~4(E)b6(~)/(1--6(~)). l-6(&) 
Clearly, each UM space is an STM space. In UM spaces the norm is 
order continuous (XE (A); 0 Q x, JO implies llxail ( -+ 0) and monotonically 
complete (XE (B); 0 <x,J. and sup, l]xJ < +co imply that sup, x,EX), 
[Z, Chap. XV, Theorem 221. In other words X is a KB space [ 12, Chap. X, 
Sect. 4.41. Let us point out that X is a KB space if and only if it is order 
continuous and monotonically complete for sequences only. 
For example, L,-spaces with 1 < p < +cc are UM spaces, but the space 
L, is not even an STM space. The problem is how to distinguish STM or 
UM Musielak-Orlicz spaces. 
The former results concerning the characterization of the STM and the 
UM property in Orlicz spaces can be found in [ 1, Theorem 4.4; 4, 
Theorem 41; see also [S, Theorem 341. In [ 1,4] some other monotonicity 
properties are characterized. In [4, 51 the case of the Orlicz norm is also 
considered. 
The first aim of this paper is to show that a Musielak-Orlicz space over 
nonatomic measure space endowed with the Luxemburg norm is either a 
UM and hence an STM space, or it is not even an STM space. In the case 
of purely atomic measure spaces there exist STM Musielak-Orlicz spaces 
which are not UM spaces [19]. Our approach is via characterizations of 
UM and STM Musielak-Orlicz spaces L,(p) in terms of the modular I+( .) 
and then in terms of the function 4 only. Hence it follows, in the nonatomic 
case, that Musielak-Orlicz spaces are UM spaces (equivalently: STM 
spaces) precisely when 4~0 and they have order continuous (lattice) 
norm. Our second aim is to apply these results to some best approximation 
problems. 
The UM and STM properties can be viewed as the uniform rotundity 
(UR) and the rotundity (R) restricted to the positive cone X+ in X, respec- 
tively. In analogy to intermediate rotundity properties for UR and R 
(WUR, CWUR, LUR, HR; cf. [6, 23, 141) some intermediate properties 
for UM and STM are defined below. The relation between the UM and 
UR property as well as between the STM and R property follows 
immediately from Propositions 1.2, 1.3, and the definitions above. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) X is a UR space, i.e., for each E > 0 there exists a 8(c) E (0, 1) such 
that Il(f + g)/211 < 1 -C?(E) whenever II f II) llgll < 1 and II f - g/l > E. 
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Proqf: (a) * (b). If (b) is not satisfied then there exists an sl > 0 such 
that for every ye E (0, 1) one can find f, g E X satisfying j/f j/ = I, ligl! > al 
with maxT IlfTgll<l+r. Let fT=(fI?Ig)/(l+rl). We have /lfT/j<li 
iif--f+II ~2s1/(1+~)>sl. With this E~ and ~=&sr)>O from (a) it 
follows that /l(f- +f+)/21/ = l/(l+d(~~))>l-d(s,), a contradiction. 
(b) 3 (a). If not, without loss of generality, there exist .a1 > 0 and 
sequences (f,), (g,) of norm-one functions such that /If,,- g,l/ >, E; 
and a, = jl f, + g,,ll/2 > 1 - l/n. Let h, = (f,, i g,,)/(2a,,). Then Ilh,il = 1 and 
LY,, + 1. For z, = (f, - g,)/(2cc,) we have I/z,!/I a&*/2. Applying (b) with 
&=&i/2 there exists 8(s) >O such that for k, and z, given above, we have 
maxF l/h,, T z,Ij > 1 + 8(s). On the other hand II/Z, -z,// = l/o!, -+ 1 and this 
contradiction finishes the proof. 
Remark. Denoting the modulus of uniform monotonicity by II+(E) and 
the modulus of uniform rotundity resulting from (b) by q(e) it follows that 
O<~(E)<~+(E)<E. For L,(u) we have r!(s)=0 but V+(E)=&. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) X is rotund (R), i.e., (If + gll =2, I/f /Is jIgI/ d 1 imply f = g. 
(b) For each nonzero S, max i jl f f hll > // f !I whenever ~lhil > 0. 
The simple proof is omitted. Collecting all these facts it follows that 
UR= UM (cf. [2, Example 4, Chap. XV, 14]), UM + STM, UR=> 
R * STM. 
We call a Banach lattice X locally uniformly monotone (LUM) if 
f>g,~O(~zEN)with IIfII=l, IIf-g,/j+limply Crg,ll+O.Xissaidto 
be weakly uniformly monotone (WUM), if for each positive functional 
I E X* (the Banach dual to X) and all sequences f, > g, > 0 with // f,jl = 1 
the condition jl f, - grill -+ 1 implies 1(g,) -+ 0. We call X weakly uniformly 
monotone in the second sense (CWUM) (cf. the CWUR property in [ 141): 
if for f,, B g, 2 0 with 11 f,,II = 1 and positive functionals I E S(X*) (the unit 
sphere in X*) the condition Z(f,, - g,) -+ 1 implies that /I g,,j/ -+ 0. Localiza- 
tions of these two properties (we consider constant sequences f,, =f) lead 
to the concepts of WLUM and CWLUM spaces, respectively (see [6, 23: 
14] for the respective rotundity properties and further references). Finally, 
we say that a Banach lattice X possesses the H+ property (an analogy to 
the Radon-Riesz property H; e.g., [23, 14]), if.f b f, > 0, j/f j/ = I, and the 
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weak convergence f, --+ f imply the convergence’of 11 f - f,ll to zero. Since 
X is a Banach lattice, in these definitions one can deal equivalently with the 
fimctionals 1 from the whole space X* or S(X*), respectively. 
The following implications are evident: UM 3 LUM * WLUM, 
LUM *CWLUM + H+ and STM (i.e., H+STM), UM * WUM * 
WLUM + STM, UM =- CWUM * CWLUM. 
We leave the study of these properties for Banach lattices to another 
occasion. Let us point out only that the H+ property of Banach lattices 
always yields the order continuity in X. Moreover, a Banach lattice X 
is a CWLUM space precisely when it is an STM space with an order 
continuous norm. 
Let (T, C, p) be a o-finite, complete (non-trivial), positive measure space 
and d(r, t): R + x T + 1, be a function such that for FL-a.e. t E T, &O, t) = 0, 
d( ., t) is non-trivial (continuous at zero with nonzero values), convex, and 
lsc. Moreover let qS(r, .) be measurable, for all r > 0. Musielak-Orlicz 
spaces Z+(p) [21, 15, 16, 71 consist of all p-measurable functions j T-t i? 
such that Z,(orf)=J.&a If(t t)&< +cc for some 01>0 (depending on 
f ). When endowed with the Luxemburg norm 11. IId it becomes a Banach 
lattice under the natural ordering (e.g., [24,21]), where 11 f IId = inf{l> 0: 
ZJf/A) < 1 }. Th e f unction 4 is said to satisfy a A, condition (4 E A>) if there 
exist a set To of zero measure, a constant K> 0, and an integrable (non- 
negative) function h, such that for all t E T\T,, and r > 0 there holds 
@r, t) d Kd(r, t) + h(t). 
In the following we will write, for short, 4 >O or 4 < +co, if for p-a.e. 
r E T the function d( ., t) is strictly positive (except zero) or assumes finite 
values only, respectively. Let L;(p) = {f e L,(p): If I 2 f, JO * I/ f,ll d JO} 
be a subspace of functions with order continuous norm and E,(p)= 
if E -q&L): Z,(uf) < co for all cx > O}. Then E,(p) c L;(p) c L&) as closed 
ideals (see [24, p. 17; 12; 251). If 4 < +a then E,(p) is super order dense 
in L,(p) and L:(p) =E&) [24, p. 191. L&u) has an order continuous 
norm precisely when L,(p) =L@). Clearly the norm in E,(p) is order 
continuous. Since 4 is continuous at zero, L&L) is decomposable (cf. [7] 
for bibliography). Also, if 4 < +oo then E&) is decomposable as well. In 
particular this means that there exists an increasing family {T,,} c C of sets 
of finite measure with lJ, T,, =P T such that 1, EL,(F) or 1, E E&), 
respectively, for all n E N (see [ 12, Chap. IV, Sect. 31). 
We call the modular Z,& .) &uniformly monotone (uniformly monotone) 
if for each E > 0 there exists an Y](E) > 0 such that f 2 g > 0 in L&u) with 
ZJf) = 1 and Z,(g) > E (resp. with II f IIc = 1 and l/gll@ 2 E) imply that 
ZJf - g) Q 1 -Y](E). Also Z,( .) is said to be &strictly monotone (strictly 
monotone), if f 2 g 2 0 in L,(p) with Z,(f) = 1 and Zb(g) > 0 (resp. 
11 f )I o = 1 and II gl/, > 0) imply ZJf - g) < 1. We will shortly write that 
ZJ =) is &UM, UM, &STM, and STM modular, respectively. Clearly each 
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UM modular is &UM and therefore &STM. Also each STM moduiar 
14( ’ ) is $-STM. Moreover, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The modular IJ .) is afwa)?s q%UM. Corzsequeni!y the 
notions of qbUM and qbSTM modulars coincide (/L-arbitrary). 
Proof. Let E > 0 be arbitrary. To prove the first part of the proposition 
we shall prove that S(E) = (~/2)~ is a good choice. Let f 3 g 2 0 be such that 
I,(f)= 1 and I,(g)>&. Let A= (te T: g(r)d@“(t)/Z.}. Then EQIJ~)= 
IJgl.)+I&glT.?A) imply &(gl,-,.I>@. Next, ~&f)-~&f-5)3 
4df 1 T’.A ,-t$((f-g) I..,.) 3 r,(fl.~,)-(1-&!'2)J~(ff7.A) 2 (J%Q!x 
I,(gl T A) 3 w)2 = &E), sincef(t)-g(t)<(l-&,/2)f(tj on T‘\A, and the 
first assertion is proved. The second one follows immediately since each 
&UM modular is &STM. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If L&L) is an STM space then q5 > 0. The same is true 
for E,(p) wherzetier q5 < +cc. 
Proof We proceed by a contradiction. Let AC { tE T: 3(r>O) 
&r, t) = 0 j, p(A) > 0, and B= T\A. Since T is not an atom we can 
assume that ,u(B) > 0. There exists a measurable selector g(r) E I(t) = 
{Y > 0: d(r, t) = Oi, where I E A. Since L&j is decomposable without loss 
of generality we can assume that gl, E L,(p). Let h E L,(p) be such that 
Ilhl,ll,=l and h>O. Define f=hlB+glA. Clearlyf>ggl.ZO, gL,#O, 
and 1= Ilhl,ll,< llf llby I,(f)=I,(f-gl,)=I,(hl,)< 1. Consequently 
1 = /If lI$= II f - gl,jl, (= Ilhlell~), a contradiction. For the space E&u) 
we proceed analogously. In this case we apply the decomposability or’ 
E,(P). 
Remark. It can be proved that the STM property of the L,(p) space 
implies that 4 < +a. This, however, will be implicitly contained in 4 E AI. 
2. STRICTLY AND UNIFORMLY MONOTONE MUSIELAK-ORLICZ SPACES 
Recall some basic facts concerning relations between the modular Id(.) 
and the Luxemburg norm II .I/ 6 in the Musielak-Orhcz space L&c) and in 
the space E,(p). Everywhere below p is assumed to be nonatomic (the 
purely atomic case is considered in [19]). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Hudzik [lo]). The following statenzeflts are equiva- 
lent. 
(a) Q satisfies the A, condition. 
(bj /If jld= 1 implies ZJf)= 1. 
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(cl IIfnI14 i+ 1 implies &(fJ + 1. 
(d) L&L) does not contain an isometric copy of I,. 
(e) L&u) does not contain a lattice isometric copy of I,. 
(f) Lb(p) = L;(p), i.e., the norm II.11 ti is order continuous on L&). 
Remarks. The proofs of the equivalences (a) o (b) o (d) can be found 
in [9] (the assumption on the extended continuity of the function 4( ., t) 
in [9] can be dropped); see also [7] where ~1 is assumed separable. From 
[12, Chap. X, Sect. 41 it follows that (f) + (e). Also (a) + (f) since E&) c 
L;(p) c L&L) and (a) implies that E&U)= L&c) [15]. The implication 
(c)*(b) is trivial and (b)*(c) follows from [9, Lemma 1.51. Next, 
(d) 3 (e) is trivial and from the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [lo] (implication 
(d) * (a), p. 61), it follows that the respective isometry constructed in [lo] 
is also a lattice homomorphism so that (e) * (a). 
LEMMA 2.2. The following conditions are satisfied for E&L). 
(a) Ilh,ll,t 1 implies Z,(h,) + 1, whenever 06 Ih,l <fandf~ E,(p). 
(b) E&) does not contain an isometric copy of I,. 
In particular in E&u), if II f IId = 1 then IJf) = 1. 
ProoJ Let us first prove the last assertion. Clearly ZJ .) is finite and 
convex on E&p). Since ZJZz) d Ilklj, d 1 it must be continuous on E,(p). 
Hence the desired property follows. 
Applying the same approach as in [lo, Lemma 1.51, we obtain with 
~,=l/llkIld (~~11) that l=Z~(a,h,)~(a,-l)Z~(2h,)+(2-a,)*Z~(h,)~ 
(a, - 1) Z,(2f) + (2 - tx,) Z,(h,). Since f E E,(p), Z,(2f) < +KI. Letting 
n + + co it is seen that it cannot be that Z,(k,,,) < tl < 1 for any subsequence 
(nk). Hence (a) follows. 
Clearly E&u) has order continuous norm so by virtue of a general result 
(see [12, Chap. X, Sect. 4.11) the condition (b) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let $ > 0. Assume that f 3 g, > 0, II f II4 G 1, where either 
f, g, E E&L)), or f, g,,E L&L) and I$ E A,. Then Z,(g,) -+ 0 implies that 
lIg,II,+O. 
Proof: Assume to the contrary, that 01, = I( g,l/, 3 E for some E > 0, 
where without loss of generality n E IW. Applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain that 
1 = Z&MJ < (lk - 1) Z&gJ + (2 - l/Q Z&J with Z,(gJ -+ 0 and a,, 
bounded. By the assumption g,,, + 0 a.e. on T with 0 < g,, <J IffE E,(p) 
then ZJ2f) < +co. Also, if fE L&L) from the assumption d E A, we have 
Z,(y) < +co. Hence, applying the Lebesgue theorem it follows that 
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1$(2g,,) + 0. Now, by virtue of the inequality above, we get a contradic- 
tion, so the proof is completed (cf. [13]). 
Since 4 E A, implies 4 < +CG, from Propositions 2.1 and 1.5 it follows 
COROLLARY 2.4. If L&L) is a UM or an STM space tlzerl: 
(a) o<q%< +a. 
(b) d~Az. 
Remark. If q!~ does not depend on t E T then (b) =S (a). 
We begin with characterizations of STM and UM properties of L&l 
and E,(p) in terms of the respective monotonicity properties of I,(. ). 
hoPOsITroN 2.5. The following pairs ((aj, (b)) of statemeflts are 
equivalent. 
(a) L+(p) is an STM space (L&) is a UM space). 
(b) (i) I,( .) is STM modular (resp, I,(.) is UM modzdarj. 
(ii) fEL&"), //f /I4 = 1 imply that Ia(f) = 1 (resp. J;^i, E LB(p), 
/I .Lll@ 7 l WG that ‘,(f,,j + 1). 
In view of Proposition 2.1 and the definitions, the proof is evident. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The foflolving pairs ((a), (b)) of statements are 
equivalent for the space E,(p). 
(a) E,(p) is an STM space (E,(p) is an LUM space). 
(b) I$( .) is STM on E,(p) modular (resp. I@(. j is LUM on E&p) 
moduiar). 
ProoJ To prove (a) =s. (b) we use the respective definitions and that 
llhilg Q 5 < 1 implies I,(h) < 4. To prove (b) =z. (a) we apply also 
Lemma 2.2. Let us point out that I$(. ) is LUM on E&p) if for each .fa 0 
in E&) with I/f (lo = 1 given E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that Z&f- g) < 
l-6 wheneverf >g>O and /Igjl,3&. 
Now, we can prove our main results of the paper. 
THEOREM 2.7. For ,a nonatomic the follow$ng statements are equit~afent. 
(a) L,(p) is an STM space. 
(0) k,(p) is a UM space. 
(c) (i) q5>0. 
(ii) 4 E d z (equivalentl>,, /I .I\ d is order continuous j. 
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ProoJ: Implication (b) =s. (a) is clear and (a) + (c) by Corollary 2.4 and 
Proposition 2.5. 
To get (c)a (b) we will prove that the respective conditions (b)(i)-(ii) 
from Proposition 2.5 are satisfied. First, in view of Proposition 2.1 the con- 
dition (b)(ii) follows. Next, in view of Proposition 1.4, the modular Z& .) is 
always $-UM; i.e., for each .si >O there exists S,(E,) >O such that 
Z6(f--g)dl-ai whenever Z,(g)>,&,, fag>O, Z,(f)=l. To show 
the UM of ZJ .) it suffices to prove that Z+(g) 2 si and Z,(f) = 1 can be 
replaced by 11 gll (4 B s1 and 11 f 11 b = 1, respectively. 
In the last case Proposition 2.1 (condition (b)) can be applied. In the 
first one Proposition 2.2 applies, so that for every E > 0 there exists Y(E) > 0 
such that /g/l, > E implies Z,(g) Z Y](E). Hence, with E, = q(s), we get 6(&j = 
~,(Y](E)) such that Z&f-g)<l-68(s) wheneverf>g>O, Ilfl16=l, and 
llgl/, BE. Now, from Proposition 2.5 it follows that L&L) is a UM space 
and the proof is finished. 
THEOREM 2.8. For ,u-nonatomic and 4 < +cc the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) E&u) is an STM space. 
(b) E,(p) is an LUM space. 
(cl 4>0. 
Proof: Implication (b) 3 (a) is clear and (a)*(c) follows from 
Proposition 1.5. To prove (c)*(b) we first prove that 4 >O implies that 
Z,( .) is LUM modular. In view of Proposition 1.4, Z6( .) is always &UM 
and hence QI-LUM. From Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 it follows that ZJ -) 
is actually LUM modular. Applying again Lemma 2.2(a) we get that E,(p) 
is an LUM space as desired. 
Remark. In general we cannot expect that E,(u) is a UM space if 4 > 0 
only. In fact from [S, p. 7531 it is known that if 4 $ d, then E&u) contains 
an isomorphic copy of cO. Clearly, in this case E&u) is a proper ideal in 
L&). From [12, Chap. X, Sect. 4.43 it follows now that E&U) is not a KB 
space (in fact B-space). On the other hand, as was already mentioned, each 
UM Banach lattice is a KB space. Therefore E&L) cannot be a UM space. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO BEST APPROXIMATION 
Let X be a normed lattice, f~ X, and Kc X a convex subset. Denote, 
PK(f)= (UE K: Ilf-ull =infhE, I( f - h II >. Recall that ZJ is nonatomic. 
(A) The results below indicate some analogy between the role of strict 
convexity in the unicity problem in best approximation for normed spaces, 
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and the STM property in such problems for normed lattices. We will deal 
with dominated best approximation, i.e., best approximation with respect 
to K under the assumption that j-3 K (K>S). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following statemerzts are equivalent. 
(a) X is an STM space. 
(b) For all f E X and order intervals [a, b] c X satisfying f 3 [a, ii] 
(f < [a, b]) there holds Card(Pc,,6,(f)) d 1. 
(cj For aN f E X and all sublattices Kc X such that f b K (f< K) 
there holds Card( PK( f )) < 1, i.e., the dominated best approximation with 
respect to sublattices in X is unique. 
Proof (a) * (c). If not there exist u, w E K, II of N’, such that //f--u// = 
//f -;:I’11 =inf,.. II f - h/l. Since K is a sublattice u v ~1 EK. Since f 9 K, 
0 6 f-u v 1~' d f - u, so u v w E PK(f). Since M # IV, we have either 
u<u v lt’ or v<u v 1~. In the first case j/f --uII = I/f-u v wj/ = IIf-:,!- 
(U v it’- u)lj, a contradiction to the STM property of X. The second case 
runs analogously and therefore (c) follows. 
(b) 3 (a). Proceeding by a contradiction, there exist f> g>O such 
that g#O and 11 f - gll = /If //. Define K= CO, g]. Then 0: go PK(f). Ia 
view of (b) we get a contradiction. 
(c) * (b). This is clear, since order intervals are sublattices. 
From Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 it follows now 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The dominated best approximation in L&) (E,(p) 
with 4 < -I- a ) with respect to sublattices is unique if and only tf # > 0 and 
qSEA, (resp. f$>O). 
Concerning the existence of best approximation let us point out that in 
L&A) with 4 E A,, or E,(p) with 4 < +‘zc, we have PCa,bl(f) # 0. Indeed. 
under the assumptions L,(p) (resp. E+(p)) has order continuous norm. 
Thus, equivalently [12, Chap. X, Sect. 41, all order mtervals are weakly 
compact. Now it suffices to note that the norm is weakly lsc. In fact we 
have a little more. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For the Musielak-Orlicz space L&D) the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) d-f,. 
(b) The dominated best approximation with respect to closed sublattices 
always has a solution. 
Moreover, the condition (b) still holds true for E,(p) whenever 4 < +,ZC 
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Proof (a) 3 (b). Let f > K and h,~ K be a minimizing sequence: 
d= inf,., Ilf-hll,=lim,,+ +m 11 f - Iz,lj d. Since K is a sublattice u,, = 
V;= I h, E K. Moreover 0 <f - .u,~ 9 f - lz,, implies that U, is minimizing 
sequence. Since there exists u = V, u,, 6 f we have 0 d u - 24,10. Applying 
that dud, is equivalent to the order continuity of any lattice norm, 
Proposition 2.1, we conclude that 24 - u,, converges in norm to zero. Since 
K is norm closed u E K. Also d = 11 f - u II4 = lim, 11 f - u, II $. This yields that 
PK(flZ125. 
(b) 3 (a). It suffices to apply Proposition 2.1 and the scheme of 
proof of the implication (ii)* (iii) in Theorem 10 in [20]. Namely, 
assuming that 4 $ AZ, i.e., 11 .IId is not order continuous, there exists a 
sequence f,l such that 0 d f, JO and inf, 11 f, II ( > 0. Replacing if necessary f,, 
by (1 + l/~) f, we obtain II f,ll d > I/ A, +, IId. Then, for the sublattice 
K= {f,,}, 0~ K, PK(0)= @. On the other hand K is (norm) closed. 
Indeed, let for a moment II f,,- gll, +Oforf,,~Kandg$K.Thenf,,+g 
in measure and consequently g = 0. Thus II f,J ( + 0 which is impossible. 
Therefore, in view of the our assumptions, Pk(O) # @. This contradiction 
finishes the proof. 
Collecting Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and Theorems 2.7, 2.8 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.4. The following are equivalent for Musielak-Orlicz spaces 
with the Luxemburg norm. 
(a) The dominated best approximation in L,(u) (in E,(u) with 
4 -C -I-CC) with respect o closed sublattices exists and is unique. 
(b) L,(u) (resp. E&L) with 4 < +c(j) is an ST44 space. 
(c) 4 > 0 and 4 E A, (resp. 4 > 0). 
In fact a stronger result than Proposition 3.3 can be stated as a corollary 
from Theorem 6 in [3]. 
THEOREM 3.5. For Musielak-Orlicz spaces the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(b) For all closed linear sublattices Kc L&L), PK(f)# 0 for all 
f E L&I 
Proof (b) * (a). This follows in view of Proposition 3.3. The implica- 
tion (a) * (b) follows from Theorem 6 in [3], which states that for weakly 
sequentially complete Banach lattices each closed linear sublattice is 
proximinal. Recall [ 12, Chap. X, Sect. 4.41 that weakly sequentially complete 
Banach lattices coincide with KB lattices (Section 1). In view of Proposi- 
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tion 2.1, L,(p) is order continuous. Moreover it is easy to prove (cf. [la, 
Chap. IV, Sect. 3, Theorem 71) that L,(p) is monotonically complete 
(B-condition) for sequences. Thus L&cc) is a KB space and consequently 
(b j follows. 
(B) Our second aim is to point out an application of the STM 
property in characterization-type theorems. At first we will deal with ideal 
Banach function spaces E(p). Recall [12, Chap. IV, Sect. 3; 25 
pp. 4154211, given a a-finite positive measure space (T, 1, ii), E(pj is an 
ideal in the space M(p) of all p-measurable functions (f;lnctions equal p-a.e. 
on Tare identified), if jhl < Ifi, foe, AEM imply hue and is a 
Banach space under a monotone norm /I ./I E (i.e., lirl Q ifI implies 
/l1rl/E < /If 11 E). Clearly, E(p) is a Banach lattice and L&j, E&j with the 
Luxemburg norm /I . Ii b are spaces of this kind. 
TEEQREM 3.6. Let 11. IIE be order continuous, Kc E(p j a convex sttbset, 
and f E E(p)\K, f0 E K. The following statements are equit~alent (p arbitrary, 
o-fizitej. 
(bj There exists a p-measurable function g in the associated’ space 
E’(P) ~aW%~g !lgll* ( =~~PIIJQ~~ 1 IjTh(t) g(t) dpjj= 1 and such that 
ti) ST If(t)-h(t)l Idt)l &= llfo-fllE~ 
(ii) sign(g(t)) = sign(f(t) - fo(t)), p-02. on Supp(f - f,) ? 
SuPP(gJv 
(iii) 17(fO(t)-h(tj)g(t)dp>O,for alf heK. 
Let (a) be satisfied. If E(y) is an STA4 space then Supp(f - fo) c”’ 
Supp(g). If the associated space E’(p) is an ST-M space under rhe 
(associated) nom I/ .I1 * then Supp( f - f. j 3” Supp(g j. 
F’rooJ Recall that E’(p)= igeM( \iTfgdpI < +cx; for allSEE 
and under the order continuity of 11. /lE each functional lye* has the 
integral representation, i.e., Z(f) = ST fg dp for all f E E(pj? where g E E’(pj 
is unique and such that llgll* = /IElI (the dual norm of I). Moreover 
ST If(t)1 Ig(t)l dp< II f /I( (IgIl* (cf. [25, Corollary 106.4 and Sect. 1121). 
(a)*(b). From a general characterization theorem [22, 
Theorem 5.11 there exists a norm-one functional 1~ E*(p)), now uniquely 
represented by a function gE E’(p), such that I(,f- foj = llf--fo:lE and 
I( f. - 12) > 0 for all h E K. Thus, /I gll* = 1 and (iii) follows. Since E(p) is an 
ideal Banach function space l/gli * = II /gj II.+. Therefore 11 f --fOilE= 
jAf(t) -fo(t))g(t)& G ST If(t) -fdtIl lg!tJi & d If-SolIE II lb01 I/* 
imply conditions (i) and (ii). 
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(b) =z. (a). In view of the mentioned theorem from [22] the implica- 
tion is clear. 
To prove the remaining part of the theorem let T,? = Supp(h)\Supp(g) 
and T, = Supp(g)\Supp(h), where h = f - fo. Then /I/zl/, = 
S&f) g(t) &G II IhI h-\&d lIdI,. H ence, in view of the STM property 
for E(p), it follows that ,u( Th) = 0. Hence Supp(f - fo) cJf Supp(g). 
Starting with the equality ST I/z(t)1 Ig(t)l dp = 111~11~ IIgll* the last assertion 
can be proved analogously. Thus, 11 I gl 1 T.,,rgll * = II I gl II * and hence 
p( T,) = 0. Therefore Supp( f - fO) xp Supp( g) as desired. 
Remark. It follows that if E’(p) is an STM space with the associated 
norm, the sign of g is fully determined on Supp( g) by the sign off - fO. If 
E(,u) is an STM space the sign of g is fully determined on Supp(f - fO) 
only. 
If E(p) is a Musielak-Orlicz space L,(p) a more complete result 
is possible. To avoid an explicit characterization of STM for the 
associated space E’(p) = L&J) with the Orlicz norm ligil.+ = 
s~pp,,~,, GI IsT f(t) g(t) dpI we proceed in different way. We apply another 
condition in terms of the function 4 (cf. [ 17, Lemma 3.1]), ensuring that 
Supp(g) cp SUPP(f -fcl). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 4 satisfy the A, condition and Kc L@(p) be a convex 
subset. For f0 E K and f E L&)\K the following are equivalent. 
(4 f0 E PK(f ). 
(b) There exists a function g, E L@*(p) satisfGng 
0) Igdt)l ~~~(lf(t)-fo(t)llllf-follr, t) v.e. on T. 
(ii) sign(g,(t))=sign(f(t)-f,(t)) ,u-a.e. on Supp(f -fo)n 
Supp(g0). 
(iii) JT(fO(t)-h(t)) go(t) dp20 for all hEK. 
Let (a) be satisfied. Zf 4 > 0 then Supp(f - fo) cp Supp(g,). rf ~5 is 
smooth at zero (i.e., for ,u-a.a. t E T inf,,, 4(r, t)/r=O) then Supp(g,)c” 
SuPP(f--f,). 
Remark. The subdifferential in (i) is taken at the points (f(t) - fo(t)l/ 
II f - foil4 for t E T. Recall that BE @(a, t) if and only if c$= ~(cx, t) + 
4*(/I, t), where CC, B2 0 and d* denotes the Young conjugate to 4 [ 111. 
ProoJ: An outline of the proof will be given only. Since 4 E AZ, i.e., the 
norm is order continuous, we have E’(U) = L,,(p) with the dual norm 
II gll* = suPIlhllas 1 IITh(t) g(t) dpl. To get this one can proceed as in [25, 
Sects. 132 and 1331 with Musielak-Orlicz spaces [24] instead of Orlicz 
spaces. 
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Now the condition (b)(i) from Theorem 3.4 means that the functional 1 
defined by 1(1z)=J,h(t) /g(t)1 dp, !zEL&)~ satisfies 1~2 j/u/jg with 
u= /f-~>l/ilf-~~ll,. Thanks to q5~A~ the modular Z, is continuous on 
L,(p). Proceeding as in [17, Lemma 3.11, we obtain that I=k/llxTIl with 
k E al,(u), i.e., k(u) = Zd(u) + (Z,)* (k). Clearly, k has still the integral 
representation by g, E L,(p), with !I g, /I * = likli. Therefore /g(i)! = 
g,(tj/llkjl. Rockafellar’s representation theorem for convex integral func- 
tionals [lS, 161 yields now that (I,)* (k)=Z,,(g,). Consequently in the 
Young inequality d(u(t), rj + d*(gl(t), t) > u(r) lg,(tjl we have equality 
which means that gl(t) E &j(z4(t), t) for jr-a.e. r E T. Thus (b)(i) follows wifh 
g,ELJp) such that jgo(t)l = gl(t) and sign(gJtjj=sign(g(r)). By the 
way (b)(ii) follows from Theorem 3.4. 
It remains to prove the second part of the theorem. Let 4 > 5, #E A,. 
From Theorem 2.7 it follows that L,(p) is an STM space, so by 
Theorem 3.4, Supp(f-foj C~ Supp(g). Next, let Q be smooth at zero. 
From (b)(i), Ih( Igo = d(lWt)l, t) + d*(lsdtil, t) where h =.f -.fG ad 
TV T. Therefore d*(lgo(t)j, t) = 0 on S= Supp(g,)\,,Supp(f-JG). Since 
#*(lgo(t)l, t)=~up,,~(~. Igo -@(r, t)) we conclude that igo G&Y, rj,It 
for t E 5’ and r > 0. Therefore Supp(g,) c/’ Supp(f-fbj. 
Remarks. 1. The same theorem is still true with E&L) (#K i-m) 
instead of L++(p), without the A,-condition. The proof runs analogously, 
2. The same theorem can be derived from Theorem 3.6 and the main 
theorem from [19] for p purely atomic. 
EXAMPLES. If &r, t)=r (r>O) then L&j reduces to L,(p). From 
Theorem 3.7 it follows immediately that !go(t)l = 1 and sign(g,(t)j = 
sign(f(t)-.f,(t)) Ii-a.e. on Supp(f-f,). However, on the remaining part 
of T, Igo E [0, 11 is any measurable selector (such that gE Z&(pjj 
where sign(g(r)) can vary arbitrarily since 4(r, t) is not smooth at zero. 
If &v, t) = tP (r 2 0, I< p < +co) the well known form of the function g 
follows. Namely, in this case for k-a.e. on T]g(t)l = lf(~)-fJt)i~-~/ 
// f-f011 p and sign(g(t)) = sign(f(t) --fJt)) [22]. Let us point out that the 
spaces L,(p) under consideration are STM spaces (in fact UM spaces). 
(C) Let (T, X, p) be a probability measure space and E(p) an ideal 
Banach function space defined in (B) satisfying L,(p) c E(p) c L,(p j. In 
Proposition 4 from [3] it is proved given a sub-o-algebra C, c JY and the 
corresponding subspace E(p 1 z,) c E(p) that every minimizing sequence 
(.L,)EE(PIGA such that IIf-f,ll,~inf(IlS-~~Il.:~~~~~l~~~), is Wi)- 
equi-integrable whenever E(p) is a UM-space. Moreover, in the case under 
consideration the set P E(p,&,)(f) of all best approximations for J” with 
respect to E(p I ,!I,) is (convex) weakly compact. Hence on the basis of 
Theorem 2.7 we get a more complete result for Musielak-Oriicz spaces. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let L,(p) be a Musielak-Orlicz space satisfying L,(,u) c 
E(p) c L,(p) with 4 E A,, I$ > 0, and p nonatomic. Then 
(a) If llf-f,ll.~~~f(IIf-~~II~:~~~~~I~~~~, then (LJ is L&I- 
equi-integrable. 
(b) The set PEcp I 2-O) (f) is (convex) weakly compact. 
Referring to [3] some further results for Musielak-Orlicz spaces also 
follow. 
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